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At  Gjøvik University College innovation is defined as  a new idea, process, concept, product or service, 
that through acceptance and implementation  adds aspects of economic, environmental , social , 
health or cultural value in the society.  
  
At  Gjøvik University College we see  the innovation process from a broad socio-technical 
perspective, which means that it is a process where economic and social value is created both 
through new  technical improvements and new social innovation   
  
Being both social and technical in nature our pedagogical approach  to innovation education  is very 
broad building on the multidisciplinary  exposure to creative thinking that the student received at the 
mandatory  bachelors level 3 hour creativity course and the Idélab-24  event. 
  
Innovation education is integrated into all our master programs but is not specialized into one specific 
course or course block.   Following the completion of a master program the students are expected to 
have developed  general competence needed to actively contribute to the innovation 
process in ideal, public and private sectors in Norway and around the world. 
  
Innovation education is integrated into all our master programs but is not specialized into one specific 
course. However all master students are required to participate in a 2 point “cross disciplinary” 
innovation expert team exercise  held  between the three faculty of HIG. This  Expert Team Exercise is 
held to insure that  following the completion of a master program at HIG a student will have developed 
the   general competence needed to actively contribute to the innovation process in ideal, public and 
private sectors in Norway and around the world. 
 

Definition in the Quality System 



What we did 2014-2015 



How we did it 
“To the authors’ knowledge no research has been done as to the 
relationship between teaching systems theory  socio-technical analysis 
practice  and innovation theory” 



Socio-technical modeling  
as first step of the innovation process  
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What I did. 

 

Why I did it. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Following the completion of a master program the students are expected 
to have developed the general competence needed to actively 
contribute to  the innovation process in both the public and  private 
sectors in Norway and around the world. 

 

Innovation in Norway in Balance 
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What we LEARNED 2014 
- The proximity of our zones of proximity in teaching 

and learning is small  
- i.e. we are far apart but this is not bad. 
 

 



What we expect 2015 
- The proximity of our zones of proximity in teaching 

and learning is small  
- i.e. we are far apart but this is not bad. 
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